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Abstract
The rapid development of resources for biological pathway information helps
researchers to better understand variants and diseases from a pathway perspective. To
facilitate the access of pathway information for proteins in UniProtKB, we mapped
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot human proteins to four different pathway database sources.
Moreover, we generated a preliminary web interface for querying pathway
information for human proteins, with some improvement for cross-references
comparing to UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot. Finally, we did some general statistical analyses
and analysis for protein distribution among KEGG and Reactome, and we also studied
important human proteins revealed by pathway analysis.
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1. Introduction
1.1 The importance of pathways in research
Pathways, networks of reactions and protein-protein interactions, are often discussed
in disease researches (Virginia, et al., 2005; Sutton-McDowall, et al., 2010). As the
main actors of most cellular activities, proteins do not act alone, and functionally
similar proteins tend to be connected in molecular networks. They are involved in
numerous biological pathways, and there are much fewer biological pathways than
genes. There is a fact that diseases can be caused by mutations in more than one single
gene. For example, Zellweger syndrome is caused by mutations in any of at least 11
genes, all associated with peroximsome biogenesis (Weller, et al., 2003). Therefore,
some researches start to explore the relationship between human genetic disorders and
a higher level of cellular and organismal organization rather than a single gene (Goh,
et al., 2007). It is thus important to understand diseases from a pathway perspective.
In medical research, to better understand the relationships between genetic and
phenotypic variation is still a challenge. Currently, the information of mutations is
stored in several major databases, such as dbSNP (Sherry, et al., 2001), HGVbase
(Fredman, et al., 2004), and HGMD (Stenson, et al., 2009) for single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs), as well as ModSNP database (Yip, et al., 2004) for single
amino acid polymorphisms (SAPs). Such information, especially SAPs information, is
very useful for answering questions on the relationship between variations,
phenotypes and diseases. There are plenty of researches working on diseaseassociated mutations (Tischfield, et al., 2010; Kool, et al., 2010; Shojaee, et al., 2009),
and the SwissVar portal (Mottaz, et al., 2010) provides access to a comprehensive
collection of SAPs and diseases in the UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot database (The UniProt
Consortium, 2010).
Studying variations with pathway knowledge can help researchers to find the
relationship between biological pathways and phenotypes. For example, Lettre et al.
have discovered 10 loci associated with height, which implicate several biological
pathways are important for regulation of human stature (Lettre, et al., 2009).
Moreover, analyzing the pathway or the network surrounding proteins associated with
disease can also provide clues for deciphering their functional roles in the cell. In an
interaction screen performed for the poorly understood huntingtin protein, which is
associated to Huntington's disease, a set of protein partners related to transcriptional
regulation and DNA maintenance were identified, thus the involvement of huntingtin
protein in these processes was predicted (Goehler, et al., 2004). Furthermore, existing
biological pathway knowledge is useful for the discovery of candidate genes
responsible for phenotypic variation. Mutations of proteins in the same pathway of a
disease-associated protein are more likely to cause a similar disorder (Baudot, et al.,
2009). A study predicted the hyaluronan-mediated motility receptor HMMR to have a
role in breast cancer, basing on the founding that it is closely linked in an integrated
network (combining information of protein-protein interactions, 'interactome' network
and gene expression) to one cancer gene BRCA1 (Pujana, et al., 2007). Some other
systematic strategies for analyzing genotype-phenotype correlations also have been
proposed (Fisher, et al., 2007; Fisher, et al., 2009). Therefore, resources containing
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both variant and pathway information are needed for these researches. Nowadays,
there are several databases integrating information for variant and pathway, such as
MedRefSNP (Rhee, et al., 2008) providing integrated information for medically
inverstigated SNPs, PharmGKB (Klein, et al., 2001) containing data of drug pathways
for genetic variation, and UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot including information of SAPs and
cross-references to many pathway databases.
1.2 Introduction of pathway databases
Currently, there are a number of databases collecting biological pathway information,
such as KEGG pathway database (Kanehisa, et al., 2000), MetaCyc (Caspi, et al.,
2008), Reactome (Matthews, et al., 2009), etc. These resources have different
pertinency and different specificity. In this following, 4 of those popular pathway
databases: UniPathway database, KEGG pathway database, Reactome database, and
Pathway Interactin Database (Carl, et al., 2009) are presented.
1.2.1 UniPathway
UniPathway (http://www.grenoble.prabi.fr/obiwarehouse/unipathway) is a curated
resource of metabolic pathways for the UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot knowledgebase. It is
primarily designed to provide a structured controlled vocabulary for
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot to describe the role of a protein in a metabolic pathway. It is
also a resource dedicated to metabolism exploration. UniPathway offers several
perspectives to apprehend metabolism: 1) a chemical perspective; 2) a protein
perspective through the exploitation of UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot resource; 3) a genomic
perspective through the exploitation of Genome Reviews genomes; 4) a taxonomic
perspective through the exploitation of NCBI taxonomy related to the
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot taxonomic coverage.
The model on which UniPathway based is shown in Figure 1. The highest level of
the UniPathway concept hierarchy is UPA (Pathway); a Linear Sub-Pathway (ULS) is
a Pathway component; an Enzymatic-reaction (UER) is a chemical transformation
catalyzed by an enzyme; a Sequence-reaction (USR) is an ordered sequence of
directed Chemical-reactions (UCR, a chemical transformation of Compounds)
connected by Compounds (UPC, a chemical entity involved in a biochemical reaction),
and it is an Enzymatic-reaction component.
In UniPathway (Release 15.9), there are 999 metabolic pathways (of which 264
pathways are “biochemically defined” – containing Enzymatic-reaction information),
105 super pathways, 473 sub-pathways, and 980 enzymatic-reactions.
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Figure 1: Data model of UniPathway (Left: concept hierarchy; Right: Pathway's instances are linked
to each other through an "Is-A" relationship meaning that a given pathway is more specific than its
parent pathway(s).)

1.2.2 KEGG
KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes, http://www.genome.jp/kegg/) is
a bioinformatic resource for linking genomes to life and the environment. It is a
collection of online databases dealing with genomes, enzymatic pathways, and
biological chemicals. Currently, KEGG (Release 53.0) maintains 16 databases:
PATHWAY, BRITE, MODULE, DISEASE, DRUG, ORTHOLOGY, GENOME,
GENES, SSDB, DGENES, EGENES, COMPOUND, GLYCAN, REACTION,
RPAIR, and ENZYME.
KEGG PATHWAY database is a collection of manually drawn pathway maps
representing our knowledge on the molecular interaction and reaction networks. There
are 7 categories in KEGG PATHWAY: metabolism, genetic information processing,
environmental information processing, cellular processes, organismal systems, human
diseases, and drug development. In each category, there are several sub-categories,
and pathways belong to these sub-categories. KEGG genes are mapped to KEGG
pathway maps, and UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot proteins are mapped to KEGG genes.
These mapping information can be downloaded from KEGG FTP site
(ftp://ftp.genome.jp/pub/kegg/).
KEGG PATHWAY now contains 347 pathway maps, and KEGG GENES contains
more than five million genes of 129 eukaryotes, 965 bacteria, and 73 archaea.
1.2.3 Reactome
Reactome (http://www.reactome.org/) is an open-source and manually curated
pathway database that provides pathway analysis tools for life science researchers.
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The largest set of entries refers to human biology, but Reactome covers 22 other
organisms as well.
In Reactome, human biological processes are annotated by breaking them down
into series of molecular events. Like classical chemistry reactions each Reactome
event has input physical entities (substrates) which interact, possibly facilitated by
enzymes or other molecular catalysts, to generate output physical entities (products).
Reactions include the classical chemical interconversions of intermediary metabolism,
binding events, complex formation, transport events that direct molecules between
cellular compartments, and events such as the activation of a protein by cleavage of
one or more of its peptide bonds. Individual events can be grouped together into
pathways.
Reactome uses a frame-based knowledge representation. The data model consists of
classes (frames) that describe the different concepts. Knowledge is captured as
instance of these classes. Classes have attributes which hold properties of the
instances. In Reactome, key data classes include:
1) PhysicalEntity
Physical Entities include individual molecules, multi-molecular complexes, and
sets of molecules or complexes grouped together on the basis of shared characteristics.
The PhysicalEntity class has subclasses to distinguish between different kinds of
entities: EntityWithAccessionedSequence, GenomeEncodedEntity, SimpleEntity,
Complex, and EntitySet.
2) CatalystActivity
PhysicalEntities are paired with molecular functions taken from the Gene Ontology
(The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2000) molecular function controlled vocabulary to
describe instances of biological catalysis. An optional ActiveUnit attribute indicates
the specific domain of a protein or subunit of a complex that mediates the catalysis. If
a PhysicalEntity has multiple catalytic activities, a separate CatalystActivity is created
for each.
3) Event
Events are the building blocks used in Reactome to represent all biological
processes. Two subclasses of Event are recognized, ReactionlikeEvent (an event that
converts inputs into outputs) and Pathway (any grouping of related Events). An event
may be a member of more than one Pathway.
Currently, for Homo sapiens, there are 1081 pathways, 3669 reactions, 3032
complexes, and 4076 proteins stored in Reactome (Version 31). The 1081 pathways
are grouped in 53 topics (top level pathways), such as Apoptosis, DNA Repair, Gene
Expression, and etc.
Reactome information is cross-referenced to the NCBI Entrez Gene, Ensembl and
UniProt databases, the UCSC and HapMap Genome Browsers, the KEGG Compound
and ChEBI small molecular databases, PubMed, and GO.
Tools for pathway analysis are provided by Reactome, e.g., BioMart. BioMart
(Haider, et al., 2009; Smedley, et al., 2009) is a query-oriented data management
system, which can be used with any type of data and is particularly suited for
providing „data mining‟ like searches of complex descriptive data. It comes with an
„out of the box‟ website that can be installed, configured and customized according to
user requirements. Further access is provided by graphical and text based applications
6

or programmatically using web services or API written in Perl and Java. Therefore,
BioMart can facilitate the querying of Reactome information.
1.2.4 PID
PID (the Pathway Interaction Database, http://pid.nci.nih.gov/) is a highly-structured,
curated collection of information about known biomolecular interactions and key
cellular processes assembled into signaling pathways. PID is aimed at the cancer
research community and others interested in cellular pathways, such as neuroscientists,
developmental biologists, and immunologists. The database focuses on biomolecular
interactions that are known or believed to take place in human cells.
There are 3 types of data in PID: 1) the NCI-Nature Curated data – created by
Nature Publishing Group editors and reviewed by experts in the field. Biomolecules
are annotated with UniProt protein identifiers and relevant post-translational
modifications. Interactions are annotated with evidence codes and references. 2)
BioCarta (http://www.biocarta.com/genes/allpathways.asp) data – data from June
2004 was imported without expert review, and biomolecules are annotated by
Entrez_Gene identifiers without associated post-translational modifications. Evidence
code and references are not included in the annotation. 3) Reactome data – human
pathways from Reactome were first imported into PID in December 2007, and
correspond to Reactome's Version 22 release. Reactome data will be updated in PID
as relevant pathways become available. Biomolecules are annotated with UniProt
identifiers and post-translational modifications.
As of February 2010, the database contained 106 human pathways (comprising
6696 interactions) curated by the NCI-Nature editorial team, and 329 human
pathways (comprising 7418 interactions) imported from BioCarta or Reactome.
PID can be browsed as an online encyclopedia, used to run computational analyses,
or employed in ways that combine these two approaches. In addition to PID's
predefined pathways, search results are displayed as dynamically constructed
interaction networks.
1.2.5 Compare the 4 databases
Table 1 shows the comparison of the 4 databases which are used in our project. We
compare databases on the aspects of pathway types included, organisms included,
database statistics, and etc. Those databases use different name conventions as well as
granularity, and their different pertinency and specificity are summarized here.
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Table 1: Comparison of pathway databases
UniPathway
(Release 15.9)

KEGG
(Release 53.0)

Reactome
(Version 31)

PID
(curated by NCI-Nature,
updated 09/02/2010)

Pathway types

metabolic pathways

all kind of biological
pathways

all kind of biological
pathways

signaling pathways

Organisms

various organisms
including human

various organisms
including human

mainly human

human

Number of pathways,
reactions (from coarse
to fine level)

105 super-pathways; 999
metabolic pathways (264
pathways biochemically
defined); 473 subpathways; 980 enzymaticreactions

7 pathway categories; 347
pathway maps (200
human pathway maps);
534 pathway modules;
8,099 biochemical
reactions

53 topics; 1081 pathways
(human); 3669 reactions
(human)

106 pathways; 6696
reactions

Number of proteins*

972

17650

3954

1648

Direct cross-ref level in
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot

“reaction level” if pathway
is defined at the chemical
level; otherwise “pathway
level”

gene level

topic level

pathway level

* Human proteins cross-referenced by UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot (Release 15.14)

1.2.6 Other pathway databases
Besides the 4 databases we used in this project, there are several other pathway
databases commonly used. A brief introduction for some of these databases is as
follows:
MetaCyc (Caspi, et al., 2008) – a database of nonredundant, experimentally
elucidated metabolic pathways. It contains more than 1,400 pathways from more than
1,800 different organisms, while the majority of those pathways occur in
microorganisms and plants. There are 149 human pathways in this database, which
may be included for our future project.
HumanCyc (Romero, et al., 2004) - a database of computationally generated
metabolic network for human. It merged data on the human genome from Ensembl,
LocusLink and GenBank to create a minimally redundant human gene set, and then
generated the database and predicted human metabolic pathways from functional
information contained in the genome's annotation. The database includes information
on 28,783 genes, their products and the metabolic reactions and pathways they
catalyze. However, this database is limited curated, thus lower quality.
BioCarta (http://www.biocarta.com/genes/allPathways.asp) - a collection of
interactive graphic models of molecular and cellular pathways. It works in an “open
source” approach, and it constantly integrates emerging proteomic information from
the scientific community. It catalogs and summarizes important resources providing
information for over 120,000 genes from multiple species. However, the quality of the
data in BioCarta is not guaranteed.
PANTHER Pathway (Mi, et al., 2007) - consists of over 165, primarily signaling,
expert-curated pathways, each with subfamilies and protein sequences mapped to
individual pathway components (usually a single protein in a given organism).
Pathway diagrams are interactive and include tools for visualizing gene expression
data in the context of the diagrams. It is an important candidate for including more
pathway database sources to this project in the future.
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1.3 Current status of pathway information in UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot (The UniProt Consortium, 2010) is a high quality manually
annotated and non-redundant protein sequence database, which brings together
experimental results, computed features and scientific conclusions.
In UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot, the role of a protein in metabolism is described in the
Pathway topic of the General annotation section (CC-PATHWAY in the flat file) on
the base of UniPathway database. UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot also provides direct link to
pathway pages of UniPathway. Users can navigate to “chemical view” (only if the
pathway is “biochemically defined”) or “protein view” corresponding to the
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot entry.
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot (Release 15.14) has 416,909 entries cross-referenced to
KEGG GENES, among which there are 17,650 human proteins. Nevertheless, it is not
very convenient for pathway studies, because there are no cross-references direct to
KEGG PATHWAY.
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot also provides cross-references to Reactome. However, the
protein entries cross-reference to Reactome “topic” level, where users have difficulty
to trace the protein that they are interested in.
Moreover, PID is cross-referenced by UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot as well, with direct
link from UniProt protein page to PID pathway page.
1.4 Aim of the project
The aim of this project is to map UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot human proteins to four
different pathway databases in order 1) to provide more precise link (comparing to
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot cross-reference) to correct granularity for each source database;
and 2) investigate the relationship between diseases, pathways and human variants
based on the content of the ModSNP database (Yip, et al., 2004), a database to store
information related to SAPs. There are mainly three parts in this study. First, we
collected pathway information from pathway databases and imported this information
to ModSNP database. Then, we generated a preliminary CGI interface for searching
pathways when giving a UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot protein identifier. The third part of
this project is to do statistical analysis of ModSNP database mainly focus on pathway
information related data.
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2. Methods
2.1 Extract pathway information for human protein from pathway databases
and insert into ModSNP
Because each pathway database has its own data organization, we applied different
workflows to extract pathway information from those databases respectively. We
inserted these extracted data into 2 tables of ModSNP (Table 2): Table “pathway” is
for protein-pathway mapping information; the other table “pathway_desc” is for
pathway descriptions. Redundant data, if any, are removed after insertion. Pathway
data insertion is done fully automatically by a Perl script, and Perl's DBI (Database
Interface) module is used to access ModSNP.
Table 2: Description of table “pathway” and table “pathway_desc” in ModSNP
Table

Column

Type

Modifers

pathway

isoid

character varying(10)

not null

pathwayid

character(40)

not null

source

character(20)

not null

geneid

character varying(10)

pathwayid

character(40)

not null

description

text

not null

pathway_desc
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2.1.1 UniPathway
We used 2 files from UniPathway for pathway information extraction: 1)
“unipathway.dat” file (http://www.grenoble.prabi.fr/obiwarehouse/download
/unipathway/frozen/unipathway.dat) contains pairs of upac (UniPathway CCPATHWAY accession number, composed by IDs of UPA, ULS and UER) and
pathway
annotation;
2)
“unipathway_reactome”
file
(http://www.grenoble.prabi.fr/dev/obiwarehouse/uniprot/unipathway_reactome)
contains mapping information between human protein AC number and UniPathway's
upac. These 2 files were parsed, and “upac – pathway name” pairs were inserted to
ModSNP.pathway_desc, while “protein AC number – upac” pairs were inserted to
ModSNP.pathway (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Workflow for UniPathway
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2.1.2 KEGG
File ftp://ftp.genome.jp/pub/kegg/pathway/pathway was parsed for extract human
“pathway ID – pathway description” data. We concatenate pathway class and pathway
name as value of “pathway_desc.description”. For mapping protein AC numbers to
KEGG pathways, 3 lists were used: 1) Swiss-Prot human AC list extracted from
ModSNP.sp_entries; 2) Human protein AC number to KEGG geneid mapping file
(ftp://ftp.genome.jp/pub/kegg/genes/organisms/hsa/hsa_uniprot.list); 3)
KEGG
geneid
and
KEGG
human
pathway
ID
mapping
file
(ftp://ftp.genome.jp/pub/kegg/genes/organisms/hsa/hsa_pathway.list). For each AC
number in Swiss-Prot AC full list, we found its corresponding KEGG geneid(s); and
according to the geneid(s) found, we mapped KEGG pathway(s) to the AC number.
We inserted entries containing isoid, pathway ID, geneid and source (“KEGG”) into
ModSNP.pathway. As an exception, pathway hsa01100 was excluded. “hsa01100”
(Glycan Biosynthesis and Metabolism) is one general pathway in KEGG, which
include many other KEGG pathway. However, this pathway map is too complex to be
used for showing protein-protein interactions. Therefore, to avoid redundant data, we
ignored the data of hsa01100 when insert data into ModSNP. By doing this, we only
lost 8 ACs which are unique in hsa01100 in KEGG, so it is acceptable.

Figure 3: Workflow for KEGG
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2.1.3 Reactome
We obtained “protein AC – Reactome reaction ID” information by BioMart. First we
generate an XML file conforming to BioMart's Query XML syntax. Then we posted
the query using Perl script of MartService. Some important parameters for querying
BioMart were as follows: 1) choose database: “REACTOME(CSHL US)”; 2) choose
dataset: “reaction”; 3) filter: Swiss-Prot human AC list; 4) attributes: “protein UniProt
ID” and “reaction stable ID”. We downloaded Reactome MySQL database dump file
“SQL”, instead of installing the whole database, we parsed the “SQL” file to get
information in tables “StableIdentifier”, “DatabaseObject”, “Pathway_2_hasEvent”,
and “Event_2_name” (Figure 4). For each “protein AC – reaction stable ID” pair, we
used the parsed Reactome “SQL” file ( http://reactome.org/download/current/sql.gz )
to find corresponding Reactome reaction (db_id), and inserted entries containing isoid,
db_id as pathwayid and source (“Reactome”) into ModSNP.pathway. For each
Reactome reaction db_id, we used “SQL” file to find the reaction name and upper
level pathways containing this reaction. We concatenated these pathways' name and
the reaction name as the description of this reaction. Finally, we inserted Reactome
reaction db_id and the corresponding description into ModSNP.pathway_desc.
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Figure 4: Workflow for Reactome
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2.1.4 PID
As mentioned in Introduction, there are 3 types of data in PID: 1) the NCI-Nature
Curated data; 2) BioCarta data; 3) Reactome data. In this project, we only used the
NCI-Nature Curated data. This was because we had already used the data from
Reactome directly and the data from BioCarta was not of good quality. File
ftp://ftp1.nci.nih.gov/pub/PID/uniprot/uniprot.tab.gz was downloaded and parsed to
get entries with protein AC number, pathway name and PID pathway ID. For each
protein in Swiss-Prot human protein AC list, “Protein AC number – pathway ID” pair
was inserted into ModSNP.pathway, while “pathway ID – pathway name” pairs were
inserted into ModSNP.pathway_desc.

Figure 5: Workflow for PID
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2.2 Generate CGI interface for searching pathways for a given AC number
Perl scripts were written to generate a preliminary CGI interface to search pathways
when given a UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot AC number. First, a query page was generated
for user‟s input. Then, ModSNP database is queried using DBI module to get
pathwayids related to the protein and the corresponding pathway description for all
four pathway databases. For each pathway database, the number of pathwayids related
to the protein was calculated. For KEGG, geneids corresponding to the protein were
also selected. The pathwayids, pathway descriptions, and the number of pathwayids
obtained from ModSNP database were displayed on the dynamic result web page.
Moreover, AC numbers, pathwayids, and geneids were used to generate crossreference hyper-link to the corresponding pathway databases. The formats are as
below.
UniPathway:
http://www.grenoble.prabi.fr/obiwarehouse/unipathway?upid=$upaid&entryac=$ac
(note: $upaid is calculated base on $pathwayid)
KEGG:
http://www.genome.jp/dbget-bin/show_pathway?$pathwayid+$geneid
Reactome:
http://reactome.org/cgibin/eventbrowser?DB=gk_current&FOCUS_SPECIES=Homo%20sapiens&ID=$pathwayid&
PID:
http://pid.nci.nih.gov/search/pathway_landing.shtml?pathway_id=$pathwayid&pathway_name=$pathway_desc&so
urce=NCI-Nature%20curated&what=graphic&jpg=on&ppage=1

2.3 Statistical analysis
2.3.1 General statistics
Based on the ModSNP database, we calculated the coverage of distinct proteins (total,
with variant, with disease, with variant and disease) in the 4 pathway databases, and
drew Venn diagrams using the on-line tool VENNY (Oliveros, 2007
http://bioinfogp.cnb.csic.es/tools/venny/index.html). For assessing the contribution
of 4 databases for protein coverage, we counted proteins which were unique in one
database, or shared in 2, 3, 4 databases respectively.
We counted protein numbers in the ModSNP database according to protein
categories: human proteins (H); human proteins with variants (HV); human proteins
with pathway information (HP); human proteins with diseases (HD); human proteins
with both variants and pathways (HVP); human proteins with both variants and
diseases (HVD); human proteins with both pathways and diseases (HPD); human
proteins with variants, pathways, and diseases (HVPD). We then calculated
percentage coverages of proteins of these categories.
For many proteins, the correct structure is essential to function. One important
structural measurement for a residue is its “surface accessibility”. It indicates if the
wild type residue is surface accessible or buried. In ModSNP database, surface
16

accessibility is calculated using the MSMS program (Sanner, et al., 1996). If a residue
is accessible to surface, its solvent-accessible surface area (SAS) is more than zero,
otherwise, if it is in core, its SAS is zero. In order to study the correlation between
surface accessibility and disease or pathway, we counted number of variants in
different categories: variants (V); variants on surface (Vs); variants in core (Vc);
variants on surface which are polymorphisms (VsDp); variants on surface which are
diseases related (VsDd); variants in core which are polymorphisms (VcDp); variants
in core which are disease related (VcDd).
2.3.2 Protein distribution among KEGG and Reactome pathway categories
Protein numbers of human proteins, human proteins with variants, and human
proteins with diseases were calculated for 25 KEGG secondary pathway categories
and 53 Reactome top-level topics. These KEGG categories belong to 5 top-level
pathway categories in KEGG Pathway database: metabolism, genetic information
processing, environmental information processing, cellular processes, and human
diseases. After the protein number counting, we sorted pathway categories according
to descending order of number of proteins for KEGG and Reactome respectively.
Finally, we calculated percentage, standard deviation and z-score for each KEGG and
Reactome categories.
To calculate the standard deviation, we used the overall protein percentages (HV/H,
HD/H) for KEGG and Reactome, respectively, as expected values. We assumed there
is no correlation between different counts and Poisson distribution for number
counting, i.e.
. Then we used the error propagation formula (1) to calculate the
standard deviation
for percentages of protein with variants, as well as for
. Z-score is given by formula (2), where HV/Hcat is the percentage for each
pathway category, and HV/Hexp is the expected percentage.
 HV / H 

z

1
1 HV


HV H
H

HV / H cat  HV / H exp

(1)

(2)

 HV / H

2.3.3 Select important human proteins by pathway analysis
Based on the pathway data in ModSNP database, we ranked proteins according to the
number of pathways that they were involved in. For KEGG, we counted number of
KEGG pathways; for Reactome, we counted number of pathway topics. We selected
the top 20 proteins involving in most pathways for KEGG and Reactome respectively.
Then, we examined gene name, gene description, variant number, related diseases,
and GO (The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2000) molecular function terms for each
protein selected.
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3. Results
3.1 Pathway data in ModSNP (updated 18/01/2010)
We inserted 37321 entries into ModSNP.pathway and 7501 entries into
ModSNP.pathway_desc in total. Table 3 showed some exemplary entries in
ModSNP.pathway, and Table 4 showed some entries in ModSNP.pathway_desc which
corresponded to the pathwayids in Table 3. In ModSNP table “pathway”, there are
12196 entries for KEGG, 1004 entries for UniPathway, 18096 entries for Reactome
and 6025 entries for PID. In table “pathway_desc”, there are 198 entries for KEGG,
2928 entries for UniPathway, 4205 entries for Reactome and 170 entries for PID.
Table 3: Exemplary entries in ModSNP.pathway
isoid

|

pathwayid

|

source

| geneid

----------+--------------------------------+----------------------+-------P31946-1 | hsa04722

| KEGG

| 7529

P14060-1 | 436.62

| UniPathway

|

Q9UBD5-1 | 68595

| Reactome

|

P16885-1 | bcr_5pathway

| PID

|

Table 4: Exemplary entries in ModSNP.pathway_desc
pathwayid

|

description

------------------+--------------------------------------------------------------------hsa04722

| Cellular Processes; Nervous System; Neurotrophin signaling pathway -

Homo sapiens (human)
436.62

| Lipid metabolism; steroid biosynthesis

68595

| DNA Replication; DNA Replication Pre-Initiation; Assembly of the

pre-replicative complex; Assembly of the ORC complex at the origin of replication; Orc3
associates with Orc2 constitutively bound at origins of replication
68595

| Cell Cycle, Mitotic; M/G1 Transition; Assembly of the pre-

replicative complex; Assembly of the ORC complex at the origin of replication; Orc3
associates with Orc2 constitutively bound at origins of replication
bcr_5pathway

| BCR signaling pathway

3.2 CGI interface for searching pathways
A preliminary CGI interface (http://10.0.0.69/~jiali/search_ac_pathway.cgi) was
generated for searching pathways. It consisted of a query page and a result page.
Figure 6 shows the query page requiring the user to provide an AC number of interest.
After pressing the “submit” button, the result page was shown (Figure 7) in which the
search results for 4 pathway databases were listed. For each pathway database, the
number of results found, pathway / reaction ID and pathway / reaction description
were given.
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Figure 6: Query page

Figure 7: Result page

Moreover, each pathway/reaction ID shown on the result page provided crossreference to the webpage of the source databases. For UniPathway, the result page
links to “Protein views” of the result pathway with the queried protein highlighted
(Figure 8). For KEGG, we linked directly to KEGG pathway map (Figure 9) in which
the EC number of the queried protein was highlighted using red frame. For Reactome,
we cross-referenced the result to Reactome reaction page (Figure 10). On this page,
pathway hierarchies related to the result reaction were shown, as well as the role of
protein in this reaction etc. As for PID, we provided link to PID pathway page (Figure
11).
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Figure 8: Cross-reference to UniPathway

Figure 9: Cross-reference to KEGG
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Figure 10: Cross-reference to Reactome

Figure 11: Cross-reference to PID
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3.3 Statistics
3.3.1 General statistics
The total number of human proteins in ModSNP was 20272. Among these proteins,
7019 proteins were covered by KEGG, Reactome, UniPathway or PID; only 45
proteins are covered by all 4 databases (Figure 12a). KEGG covered 4924 proteins,
which was the most among the 4 databases. Only 957 proteins were covered by
UniPathway, which provided the least coverage. We could observe in Figure 12 that
each database had their own unique proteins which were not covered in other
databases: in KEGG, 1656 proteins; in Reactome, 1023 proteins; in UniPathway, 250
proteins; in PID 561 proteins. Therefore, all 4 pathway databases have their own value
in providing protein – pathway information.

Figure 12: Protein coverage

Table 5 shows various percentages we calculated based on ModSNP. More than
half human proteins had variant annotation. A third of human proteins had pathway
information, and only 12.41% human proteins were annotated as disease related in
ModSNP. The percentage HVP/HV was higher than HP/H, and HVD/HV was higher
than HD/H, meaning we have more chance to find a pathway/disease related protein
in proteins with variants than proteins without variants.
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Table 5: Percentage coverage of protein for different categories
H
20272

HV
12194

HP
7019

HD
2516

HVP
4810

HVD
2213

HPD
1483

HVPD
1353

protein number

60.15%

34.62%

12.41%

23.73%

10.92%

-

-

39.45%

18.15%

7.32%

6.67%

/H

-

11.10%

-

68.53%

/HV

-

21.13%

19.28%

/HP

-

87.96%

58.94%

53.78%

/HD

-

-

28.13%

/HVP

-

61.14%

/HVD

91.23%

/HPD

H: Human proteins; HV: Human proteins w/ variants; HP: Human proteins w/ pathways; HD: Human
proteins w/ diseases; HVP: Human proteins w/ variants & pathways; HVD: Human proteins w/ variants
& diseases; HPD: Human proteins w/ pathways & diseases; HVPD: Human proteins w/ variants,
pathways and diseases.

Table 6 shows the coverage of 4 databases for 4 different protein groups: 1) total
human proteins, 2) human proteins with variant, 3) human proteins with disease and 4)
human proteins with both variant and disease.
Table 6: Coverage of proteins
H

KEGG
Reactome
UniPathway
PID

HV

HD

HVD

Unique

Total

Unique

Total

Unique

Total

Unique

Total

number

1656

4924

1124

3423

295

1099

268

1010

%

33.63

-

32.84

-

26.84

-

26.53

-

number

1023

3686

694

2589

180

855

162

785

%

27.75

-

26.81

-

21.05

-

20.64

-

number

250

957

146

614

27

242

26

229

%

26.12

-

23.78

-

11.16

-

11.35

-

number

561

2045

374

1437

116

535

99

482

%

27.43

-

26.03

-

21.68

-

20.54

-

H: Human proteins; HV: Human proteins w/ variants; HD: Human proteins w/ diseases; HVD: Human
proteins w/ variants & diseases

Figure 13 shows clear trends of percentage changing for unique or shared proteins
by comparing different protein groups. The percentages of unique proteins and the
percentages of proteins shared in 2 databases decreased when consider variant or
disease (Unique / Shared in 2 DB: H > HV > HD), while the percentages of proteins
shared in 3 and 4 databases increased when consider variant or disease (Shared in 3
DB/ Shared in 4 DB: H < HV < HD). It shows that databases have more overlap for
proteins with variant or disease annotations. Additionally, there is no database
possessing an especially high percentage of proteins with variant or disease, thus we
cannot see obvious bias for variant or disease when the 4 databases contribute.
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Figure 13: Percentages of different protein groups for each pathway database (X-axis: protein
groups. H: Human proteins; HV: Human proteins w/ variants; HD: Human proteins w/ diseases; HVD:
Human proteins w/ variants & diseases. Y-axis: percentage of proteins in one protein group. Blue:
unique protein; Red: proteins shared in 2 databases; Yellow: proteins shared in 3 databases; Green:
proteins shared in 4 databases.)

When we studied variants' disease and structural information, we noticed that
variants in protein core are more likely to be disease-associated. Table 7 shows
45.41% (VsDd/Vs) of variants on protein surface are disease related, while 66.26%
(VcDd/Vc) of variants in protein core are disease related.
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Table 7: Relationship between variant’s surface accessibility and disease state
V

Vs

Vc

VsDp

VsDd

VcDp

VcDd

60702

5528

2457

1336

2510

466

1628

protein number

9.11%

4.05%

2.20%

4.13%

0.77%

2.68%

V

-

24.17%

45.41%

-

-

Vs

-

-

18.97%

66.26%

Vc

V: variants; Vs: variants on surface; Vc: variants in core; VsDp: variants on surface which are
polymorphisms; VsDd: variants on surface which are diseases related; VcDp: variants in core
which are polymorphisms; VcDd: variants in core which are disease related

3.3.2 Protein distribution among KEGG and Reactome pathway categories
In Table 8, we show protein distribution for all 25 KEGG secondary pathway
categories, and 35 Reactome top-level topics that contain most proteins. In KEGG, the
pathway “Signal Transduction” had most human proteins implicated; while in
Reactome, “Signaling by GPCR” was the pathway with most proteins. Moreover, the
categories related to lipid metabolism (“Lipid Metabolism” in KEGG, and
“Metabolism of lipids and lipoproteins” in Reactome) were within top 10 of both
databases. For the percentages of proteins with variants or diseases, there were several
categories having significant different percentages for protein with variants or protein
with diseases (z-score > 3) than the overall percentages, for KEGG and Reactome
respectively. In KEGG, three categories (“Folding, Sorting and Degradation”,
“Transcription”, and “Translation”) had significant smaller fraction of protein with
variants; three categories (“Cancers”, “Amino Acid Metabolism”, and “Circulatory
Diseases”) had significant larger fraction of protein with diseases; and three categories
(“Folding, Sorting and Degradation”, “Transcription”, “Translation”) had significant
smaller fraction of protein with diseases. In addition, we noticed that the pathway
category had significant larger/smaller fraction of human protein with variants did not
necessarily have significant larger/smaller fraction of protein with disease. For
example, “Cancers” had higher percentage of proteins with diseases without having
higher percentage of proteins with variants. For Reactome, similar observation was
obtained.
3.3.3 Important human proteins revealed by pathway analysis
Table 9 shows the important human proteins that we selected according to the number
of pathways that they were involved in. There were four proteins in the both lists of
KEGG and Reactome (bold in Table 9): MAPK3, PIK3CA, PIK3R1, and HRAS. We
noticed that 90% of the important proteins listed here were annotated as “protein
binding” molecular function in GO terms (data not shown), and lots of them had
“kinase activity” (80% for KEGG; 25% for Reactome). Moreover, these proteins were
also associated with a number of cancers and other diseases. However, there were
some selected proteins without disease association information. Additionally, we
observed that the annotated variant numbers of these important proteins were various,
from 0 to 44.
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Table 9: Top 20 proteins involving in most pathways for KEGG and Reactome
AC

Gene

Description

P27361*
P28482*

MAPK3
MAPK1

Q02750*

MAP2K1

P42336*

PIK3CA

O00329*

PIK3CD

P42338*

PIK3CB

P48736*

PIK3CG

Mitogen-activated protein kinase 3
Mitogen-activated protein kinase 1
Dual specificity mitogen-activated protein
kinase kinase 1
Phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate 3kinase catalytic subunit alpha isoform
Phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate 3kinase catalytic subunit delta isoform
Phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate 3kinase catalytic subunit beta isoform
Phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate 3kinase catalytic subunit gamma isoform

Pathways

Variants

Disease (SwissVar)

44
44

1
-

-

37

2

cardiofaciocutaneous syndrome

33

34

cancer; colorectal cancer; breast cancer; ovarian cancer; pik3ca
may underlie hepatocellular carcinoma; keratosis seborrheic

33

-

-

33

1

-

33

-

-

KEGG

33

17

lung carcinoma; lung cancer; colon cancer; bladder cancer;
pancreatic carcinoma; a colorectal cancer sample; stomach
cancer; acute myelogenous leukemia; juvenile myelomonocytic
leukemia; noonan syndrome type 3; cardiofaciocutaneous
syndrome; cancer development

32

3

severe insulin resistance

32

2

-

32

1

-

32

1

a colorectal cancer sample

32

18

GTPase HRas

31

15

30

2

30

1

a glioblastoma multiforme sample

AKT1

RAC-beta serine/threonine-protein kinase
RAC-gamma serine/threonine-protein
kinase
RAC-alpha serine/threonine-protein kinase

hypertrophic cardiomyopathy; noonan syndrome type 5; leopard
syndrome type 2
melanoma; follicular thyroid carcinoma samples; costello
syndrome; congenital myopathy with excess of muscle spindles;
hurthle cell thyroid carcinoma; variety of human tumors; bladder
cancer; oral squamous cell carcinoma
-

30

2

P01111

NRAS

GTPase NRas

29

4

breast cancer; colorectal cancer
colorectal cancer; leukemia; lung carcinoma cell; melanoma;
neuroblastoma cell; juvenile myelomonocytic leukemia; variety of
human tumors

P36507*

MAP2K2

Dual specificity mitogen-activated protein
kinase kinase 2

29

1

cardiofaciocutaneous syndrome

P01116

KRAS

P27986*

PIK3R1

O00459*

PIK3R2

Q92569*

PIK3R3

Q8WYR1

PIK3R5

P04049*

RAF1

P01112

HRAS

P31751*

AKT2

Q9Y243*

AKT3

P31749*

GTPase KRas

Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase regulatory
subunit alpha
Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase regulatory
subunit beta
Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase regulatory
subunit gamma
Phosphoinositide 3-kinase regulatory
subunit 5
RAF proto-oncogene serine/threonineprotein kinase

BRAF1

Serine/threonine-protein kinase B-raf
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44

sarcoma; metastatic melanoma; a colorectal cancer cell line;
melanoma; ovarian cancer; colorectal adenocarcinoma; LEOPARD
syndrome; cardiofaciocutaneous syndrome; wide range of
cancers; lung cancer; non-hodgkin lymphoma; colorectal cancer;
noonan syndrome; cases of leopard syndrome

P55199
P18615
P63272
Q08945
P50750*
O60563

ELL
RDBP
SUPT4H1
SSRP1
CDK9
CCNT1

9
9
9
9
9
9

2
2
2
1

acute leukemias
-

Q14241

TCEB3

9

3

-

Q15370

TCEB2

9

-

-

Q15369

TCEB1

9

-

-

Q9H3P2
Q8WX92
Q8IXH7

WHSC2
COBRA1
TH1L

9
9
9

1
-

-

Q9Y5B0

CTDP1

9

4

congenital cataracts facial dysmorphism and neuropathy syndrome

Q9Y5B9
P12931*

SUPT16H
SRC

9
9

2

P42336*

PIK3CA

8

34

cancer; colorectal cancer; breast cancer; ovarian cancer; pik3ca
may underlie hepatocellular carcinoma; keratosis seborrheic

P27986*

PIK3R1

8

3

severe insulin resistance

P62158
P27361*

CALM1
MAPK3

RNA polymerase II elongation factor ELL
Negative elongation factor E
Transcription elongation factor SPT4
FACT complex subunit SSRP1
Cell division protein kinase 9
Cyclin-T1
Transcription elongation factor B
polypeptide 3
Transcription elongation factor B
polypeptide 2
Transcription elongation factor B
polypeptide 1
Negative elongation factor A
Negative elongation factor B
Negative elongation factor C/D
RNA polymerase II subunit A C-terminal
domain phosphatase
FACT complex subunit SPT16
Proto-oncogene tyrosine-protein kinase Src
Phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate 3kinase catalytic subunit alpha isoform
Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase regulatory
subunit alpha
Calmodulin
Mitogen-activated protein kinase 3

8
8

1
1

P01112

HRAS

GTPase HRas

8

15

melanoma; follicular thyroid carcinoma samples; costello
syndrome; congenital myopathy with excess of muscle spindles;
hurthle cell thyroid carcinoma; variety of human tumors; bladder
cancer; oral squamous cell carcinoma

P15056*

Reactome

* proteins with "kinase activity" in GO terms
bold: proteins in the top 20 lists of both KEGG and Reactome
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4. Discussion
In this project, we mapped UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot human proteins to four different
pathway database sources. A preliminary web interface was generated for querying
pathway information for one protein, with some improvement for cross-references
comparing to UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot. In addition, we showed some statistical studies
for the contribution of different pathway database sources to pathway informaton, the
coverage of different protein groups, the protein distribution for KEGG and Reactome
databases, and the important human proteins revealed by pathway analysis.
Because there is no direct protein – pathway mapping in KEGG, when we extracted
information from KEGG, we mapped protein AC number to pathway ID via gene ID.
The mappings of AC – gene ID and gene ID – pathway ID are both “N to N” mapping,
and two different expression products of one gene may not be involved in the same
pathway, therefore artificial mapping between AC and pathway ID may be brought
into ModSNP.pathway.
The major difficulty for integrating different pathway database sources is the
heterogeneity of granularity of those databases. As we described in the introduction
part, the pathways are organized in different ways in the databases. Also, they do not
have controlled vocabulary for pathway names. Another problem is that some
databases treat the reaction containing alternative substrates as “one reaction”, while
others treat it as “two reactions”. For example, the human adenosine kinase ADK
(P55263) catalyzes only one reaction “AMP from adenosine 3‟, 5‟-bisphosphate”
according to UniPathway, but two reactions “adenoisine + ATP => adenosine 5‟monophosphate (AMP) + ADP” and “2‟-deoxyadenosine + ATP => 2‟deoxyadenosine 5‟-monophosphate + ADP” according to Reactome. Therefore, it is
difficult to integrate or compare the pathway/reaction information from different
sources.
The preliminary CGI interface that we generated has some improvements for crossreferencing KEGG and Reactome, comparing to UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot. First, by
showing pathway IDs and descriptions of different databases together, users can have
a general idea about the pathway information of the protein and also can compare the
information provided by different databases. Secondly, for KEGG, providing link
directly to KEGG pathway map pages helps users to visualize protein interactions
more easily; while in UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot, the cross-reference is destined to KEGG
gene page. The most important improvement of our interface is for Reactome. We
bring users to reaction page instead of top-level pathway page (which is crossreferenced by UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot protein page), therefore users can easily check
the roles of the protein in the reaction. These improvements are helpful for users who
are interested in protein interaction and protein function. As for UniPathway and PID,
we provide the same cross-reference as UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot protein page.
We assessed contribution of 4 databases to pathway information according to
“absolute quantity” – the total number of proteins contained in each database, and
“relative contribution” - the portion of “unique” protein. Among the four pathway
databases, KEGG had the most total proteins and the most unique protein percentage,
meaning it contributed the most; while UniPathway, which contained only metabolic
pathways, had the least total proteins and the least unique protein percentage,
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contributed the least. Although databases like UniPathway and PID contributed less,
and some databases‟ pathway maps were not easy to follow (e.g. PID‟s SVG images),
it is still necessary to include these databases, and even more others, to provide more
complete protein-pathway information. In the results section, we showed that the
percentages of unique proteins and proteins shared in 2 databases decreased, and the
percentages of protein shared in 3 and 4 databases increased, when including variant
or disease information. This implies that ModSNP.pathway was more redundant for
“interesting” proteins – proteins with variants, especially proteins related to disease.
In the statistical studies for ModSNP database, we showed that the fraction of
proteins with pathway annotations within human proteins increaseed when
considering only proteins with variants annotations, and the fraction of proteins with
disease annotations within human proteins also increased if considering only with
variants. This suggests that a protein with variants is more likely to be involved in a
pathway and/or associate to diseases than a protein without variants. Moreover, the
result that the fraction of proteins with pathway annotations within human proteins is
larger than that considering only variant-annotated proteins implies that there is
correlation between pathway and disease. This is consistent with the argument that
disease genes would play a central role in the human interactome (Goh, et al., 2007).
However, we cannot exclude that annotation bias – more proteins whose variants are
discovered are more annotated with pathway and/or disease information – may lead to
this result.
The study of the relationship between variant‟s surface accessibility and its
association with disease showed that variants in protein core have more frequency to
associate to diseases than variants on protein surface. This suggests that it is more
possible to find a disease related variant in protein core than on protein surface.
Similar results were obtained by Ferrer-Costa et al (Ferrer-Costa, et al., 2002) when
they studied how disease-associated SAPs distribute relative to the solventaccessibility of the mutated residue. Therefore, regarding protein structure, “core”
may have more influence on diseases. Nevertheless, our confidence on this conclusion
limits by the coverage of structural annotation of proteins. As long as we obtain full
coverage of the annotation, this hypothesis can be tested.
We presented the protein distributions for KEGG and Reactome pathway categories.
The significant difference of percentages for protein with variants or diseases between
different categories and overall database average revealed the heterogeneity of protein
distribution. As we mentioned before, pathway categories like “Amino Acid
Metabolism” in KEGG had larger fraction of protein with diseases-associated
annotations, while categories like “Transcription” had smaller fraction, suggesting
that some pathways are more disease-associated than others. However, we still cannot
exclude annotation bias, which may obscure the conclusion.
Moreover, we showed that many of the important proteins we selected based on
pathway information had kinase activity. It is not surprising because kinases play
important roles in biological pathways. In our results, some important proteins were
associated with many diseases including serious cancers. This was as expected,
because these proteins were involved in many pathways, mutations happened in them
may lead to disorder in numbers of pathways, which finally lead to diseases.
Therefore, the observation suggests that proteins involved in many pathways have
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high possibility to be disease-associated.
It is always important to develop a more comprehensive source for medical
researches. The biological pathway information that we mapped to UniProt human
proteins in this project is thus valuable for future studies, such as to identify the most
susceptible mutation to interrupt pathways, to filter biomarkers of diseases, to predict
disease-associated proteins, etc. In the future, pathway information should be
collected and integrated from more pathway database sources, and a unified
framework for pathway representation would be essential for pathway information
integration, as well as data comparison, interpretation and analysis. Moreover,
information in various protein-protein interaction databases is also helpful for
developing a more complete data source for biological networks.
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5. Conclusion
In this work, we have developed an automatic approach to map UniProtKB/SwissProt human proteins to four different pathway databases. We improved the pathway
information cross-reference in a preliminary web interface. Future implementation of
our work will facilitate various researches concerning biological pathways.
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Glossary
SNP (Single-nucleotide polymorphism):
A SNP is a DNA sequence variation occurring when a single nucleotide – A, T, C,
or G – in the genome (or other shared sequence) differs between members of a species
(or between paired chromosomes in an individual).
SAP (Single-amino acid polymorphism):
SAP uses the same idea of SNP but for “amino acid” instead of “nucleotide”.
DBI (Perl Database Interface):
DBI offers a standardized way for programmers using the Perl programming
language to embed database communication within their programs.
CGI (Common Gateway Interface):
CGI is a standard protocol that defines how webserver software can delegate the
generation of webpages to a console application.
Dynamic web page:
A dynamic web page is a hypertext document rendered to a World Wide Web user
presenting content that has been customized or actualized for each individual viewing
or rendition or that continually updates information as the page is displayed to the user.
SAS (or ASA, Solvent-accessible surface area):
SAS is the surface area of a biomolecule (protein, DNA, etc.) that is accessible to a
solvent.
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